
Our pioneering and innovative treatment methods are regenerative,
not cosmetic, delivering enduring, natural-looking results. We achieve
this by stimulating the body’s natural powers of regeneration and
repair, and slowing underlying causes of degeneration. Regeneration is
a journey, more than a destination, and we help keep you travelling in
the right direction by training your tissues into optimal health, to
regain and maintain your healthy glow.

Our unique diagnostic process underpins treatment assessment and
delivery during your regenerative journey. From your Comprehensive
Consultation and Signature Examination, throughout your AH
experience, we methodically examine the multilayer structure and
health of your tissues, in order to accurately prescribe treatment to fit
your needs. In addition to traditional examination, our augmented
methods may include scientific measurements, medical photography
and ultrasound visualisation.

Dynamic treatment prescriptions holistically address individual needs
and concerns, with an integrated whole-person approach. Treatments
and advice are prescribed in ideal combinations to enhance their
regenerative effects, with a patient’s underlying health and lifestyle
factored into their individual plan, thus addressing your health inside
and out. 

This crucial standard ensures that patients are receiving the very
highest form of actively managed integrated care at every stage. Dr
Julia and the clinical team collaborate directly to enable each patient
to benefit from our team’s combined knowledge and expertise,
ensuring seamless continuity and optimised results.

Aesthetic Health member patients are supported by a personal Care
Curator, who coordinates with them directly for a seamless 7-Star Care
experience. Appointments and treatments are scheduled according to
individual plans, and synergistically sequenced to optimise results and
comfort.

Every day, the team works diligently to ensure every aspect of medical
care is of world-class standard and delivered seamlessly. Scrupulous
care is part of Aesthetic Health’s DNA – we are CQC-rated
‘Outstanding’, and continually work to supersede our own rigorous
standards and our patients’ expectations.

Aesthetic Health is medically meticulous, with exacting attention to all
details of care delivery. Every clinical team member involved in patient
care has an in-depth understanding of the patient’s individual needs,
and keeps their prescription and treatments finely tuned, according to
their progress and feedback.
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